How does EBAFOSA work?

The EBAFOSA approach is based on section 5 of the Paris Agreement and goal 17 of the Sustainable development Goals which calls for bringing multiple stakeholders to work in complementary partnerships to bridge implementation gaps at policy & operational level in order to unlock leading socioeconomic priorities.

EBAFOSA competitive strengths

LEVERAGING ON INCLUSIVE MARKET DRIVEN PARTNERSHIPS TO INCENTIVIZE CLIMATE ACTIONS
EBAFOSA is providing a common & inclusive framework where multiple complementary stakeholders - form voluntary mutually beneficial partnerships that simultaneously scale-up climate action.

STRATEGIC MESSAGING
promising climate action in implementing the Paris Agreement as an opportunity to actualize leading socioeconomic development priorities shared across countries in Africa.

BUILDING ON ALREADY ONGOING INITIATIVES RATHER THAN STARTING NEW INITIATIVES:
The missing link that EBAFOSA is bridging is providing a common convening framework to ensure silo initiatives can be mobilized and implemented within a broader continuum so they contribute coherently to a wider effort of socioeconomic transformation.

LOW COST IMPLEMENTATION
EBAFOSA uses Innovative Volunteerism which leverages on peoples skills, networks, ongoing actions in market driven collaborations to bridge implementation gaps.